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Fujiwaragatake  (Mt. Fujiwara, alt. 1140m )  

Fujiwaragatake is well known as one of the 100 selected flower oriented mountains. For it is located 

narrow section of Japan Island, it faces northern Japan Sea weather and southern Pacific Ocean 

weather in season by season.  The multiple weather grows various flowers especially like Spring 

ephemenal over limestone plateau at the summit area. The limestone plateau gives eye catch  

view of sharp edged stones, which is called Karnfeld.  

The mountain is covered with heavy snow in winter, which provides various joys of snow sports like 

snow hike, sled.   

Spring flowers:    Adnis, Winter aconite, Poppy anemone, Tulipa edulis,  

Summer flowers:  Veratrum grandiflorum, Trillium, Chelidonium japonicum 

 

Popular hike up’s  

Unique awareness is that it might be only mountain in Japan can be hiked up directly from railway 

station (Sangi railway, Nishifujiwara station) 

No man cottage is by the summit. The rest room is available.   

1. Oogaito path 

  To walk up from Sangi railway, Nishifujiwara station. It takes 2-3hours to the summit. 

2. Shobouji path 

  To walk up from Shobouji temple which locates 1km north from Sangi railway, Nishifujiwara 

station. 
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Restaurant Fralu (Buffet style)  
Enjoy locally grown fresh vegetables, 
and meats as much as you can. 
(¥500/person) 

Thousands of peonies are blooming in 
profusion with wisterias on the back. 
 (End of April ~ Beginning of May) 
 

Park-golf course with. 36 holes 
You can enjoy it without your own clubs 
and balls. (¥500/person) 
 (End of April ~ Beginning of May) 

Around 4,500 plum trees are beautifully 
blooming. It’s an iconic seanery in Inabe.  
Plum Festival is organized. (Feb. ~ Mar.) 
 

Not only plum picking but also plum 
juice cooking hands-on class is held 
 (at the end of July) 
 

Blue-berry picking. They are getting 
heavier with fruits in summer. 
The berries are sweet and sour. 
 

’

Inabe city hosts the “Tour of Japan” every year. The goal point is in this park. 
Cyclists gather from the world and compete.  ( in the middle of May ) 
Other cycle races are held here, such as AACA Cup. 
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Park-golf course with. 36 holes 
You can enjoy it without your own clubs 
and balls. (¥500/person) 
 (End of April ~ Beginning of May) 
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Fujiwaradake Natural Science Museum  

  Learn about the Nature 

    Learn from the Nature 

       Learn with the Nature 

 The Science Museum is in the Fujiwara culture center.  

You can see insects, fish, birds, animals, flowers, plants 

and even rocks and fossils from around Mt. Fujiwara.  

If you are interested in the nature of Inabe city, why don’t 

you visit there?  It’s not a big museum but worth a visit. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this building there are many facilities such as an event hall, library, kiln for ceramic, art room 

and others in addition to the museum. If you are interested in wood block printing, you can enjoy famous 

printings named 53 stations of the Tokaido by Utagawa Hiroshige.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (Access) 15minutes drive from the Guest House 

wild animals and plants birds 

They organize nature observation field work 
or lectures more than 20 times a year  

fossils, plants, animals, raptores 

fresh water fish (midstream) 
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Outdoor Japanese Cypress Bath 

Outdoor Rock Bath 

Tatami mat area 

Shop 

Training Room 

No. 
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 It is a Buddhist temple nestled in the deep forest, 

located on the side of Mt. Fujiwara.  It was founded in 

807(12hundreds year ago) by famous 

Buddhist monk, named “Saicho”. 

 

We need to climb up more than 300 

stone steps to reach there. Therefore, it would be a wonderful hiking in addition 

to sightseeing and history studying. 

 

  In the main hall, there is a famous statue, named Jyuichimen Senjyu 

Kannon, meaning the Deity of mercy with 11 faces and 1 thousand hands. 

This building was attacked and burnt by some worriers group about 450 

years ago. But amid the confusion, the chief monk saved it from the fire. 

And it has been preserved as a treasure.  

  

In the temple garden, there are a lot to 

offer, such as a round shape bridge over 

the pond, a waterfall that provide us cold 

pure water, and so many maple and pine 

trees.  If you are lucky, you can hear the chief monk chanting 

the sutra and beating the mokugyou, a drum made of wood.  

And also you can try Zen Meditation as a hands-on experience. 

    

 The best season to visit is fall. Maple trees are changing the color 

to red. We can enjoy cardinal red, golden yellow and deep green at 

the same time. Around this time of year, they held the Maple 

Festival. They organize music events, tea ceremony, special lunch, 

food wagon and many others. 

 

 For those who cannot walk such a steep steps or don’t have enough 

time, there is a secret drive way among the deep forest.  It is narrow, 

winding, and steep. But it takes only about 5 minutes to get to the 

temple.  Shoubouji-temple is one of the most visited spot s in Inabe 

city.  It is really worth a visit.  Why don’t you visit in jeans and 

sneakers? 

  

(Access) 

  railway :  about 15 minute walk from Nishifujiwara Station of Sangi line . 

by  car :  15minute drive from this Guest House.
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This booklet was edited by a volunteer interpreter group 

under the guidance of the Inabe City Tourism Association. 

You can download it with the QR code on the right. 


